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BACKGROUNDS 

The reader of this survey is assumed to be familiar with Positive Logic Programming, that is, the 
combination of Hom clause logic with SLD-resolution. The material covered by the first three 
chapters of LLOYD [Ld) or by the first two of its extended and revised edition ([Ld I)) provide a 
sufficient background for the understanding of this work. The same holds for the first three chapters 
of APT [A). Basic definitions like those of atom, literal, program clause, head and body of clause, query, 
Herbrand base, Herbrand interpretation, immediate consequence operator, least Herbrand model success 
set, substitution, most general unifier, are therefore assumed as already given. 

To us, a positive program is what in LLOYD [Ld)-[Ldl) is called definite program and in APT [A) 
simply program. That is, a program whose clauses contain only positive literals {both in the head and 
in the body). Similarly, a positive query is a query with only positive literals. Instead, a logic program 
with negation - or more simply general program - is a program whose clause bodies are conjunctions 
of literals, rather than of atoms. (Recall that a literal is either a atom (positive literal) or an atom pre
ceded by not (negative literal)). Notice that in [Ldl] (but not in [Ld) nor in (A)) the word general pro
gram defines a wider class of programs, while our general programs are called normal programs there. 
When not otherwise specified a query may contain negative literals. 

Throughout the paper we use LP instead of Logic Programming and Al instead of Artificial Intelli
gence. 

SYNOPSIS 

A preliminary overview of this survey's structure is given by the Table of Contents, placed at the 
end of the paper. Here we analyse it in detail. 

Chapter 1 is a brief introduction. 
Chapter 2 presents the first of the two interpreters we give: SLDNF-resolution. 
Chapter 3 consists of four sections. In the first we examine the semantics of Positive LP and we 

introduce Clark's Equational Theory (CE1) and the Domain Closure Axioms (DCA) independently 
from completion and cwa. Starting from the so-called universal ..query problem, Przymusinski's minimal 
model semantics (MIN-semantics) is also given. Afterwards, the new declarative semantics for posi
tive programs allowing a complete characterization of the SLD-resolution computed answers (s
semantics) is introduced. We show (and prove) its direct relationship with the MIN-semantics, 
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suggesting that the prefix 's-' should be read as 'supra' instead of 'subset'. In the following section the 

closed world assumption (cwa) is presented, first for positive programs and then enlarged for general 
ones. The generalized cwa is also given. In the next section we move from cwa to circumscription, 

using CET and DCA to show their close relationship. This is followed by a detailed account of com
pletion. Again, first we treat positive programs only, presenting completion as a 'computable' variant 
of circumscription. Then we turn to general programs and we introduce a three-valued logic to avoid 
inconsistencies. Kunen's characterization of the three-valued logical consequences of completion 
closes the chapter. 

Chapter 4 is devoted to the completeness of SLDNF-resolution wrt the completion of some oppor
tune classes of programs and queries. In section 4.1 the problem of floundering is faced, giving a hint 
of what Chan's constructive negation is and introducing al/owedness to state the first of the three com
pleteness results in the survey. After the next section, where the basic notion of dependency graph is 
given, we devote three sections to the definition of some classes of programs consistent under comple
tion (in two-valued logic): hierarchical, stratified and call-consistent programs. Section 4.6 provides all 
of them with a straightforward and powerful extension. Notice that stratified programs (section 4.4) 
are exactly in the middle of the survey. They are a turning point, indeed. The chapter ends with the 
second completeness result, after that the definition of strictness is given. 

Chapter 5 is again divided in four sections, suggesting a symmetry with chapter 3. Similar themes 
are indeed treated, only shifted from positive to stratified programs, which tum out to be the class of 
general programs most related to the positive ones. As a consequence, most of the notions presented 
in the first three sections of chapter 3 (completion is left out) are mimicked in the first three sections 
here. Peifect models, iterated cwa and prioritized circumscription are the equivalents for stratified pro
grams of minimal models, cwa and circumscription for positive ones. The last section of the chapter 
presents an interesting extension of perfect models, which is based on a natural generalization of the 
negation as failure rule. 

Chapter 6 is dedicated to SLS-reso/ution, an interpreter for stratified programs which brings us to 

the third and last completeness result in the survey. 
Chapter 7 closes the paper, bringing together and classifying in two research lines its essential ele

ments. 

Warning Our bibliographic references consist mainly of those pointers following the title of each 
section. They refer to the main sources for the material in that section and to them we 
refer the reader for all missing proofs. Little attention is paid to attribute theorems and 
definitions to their original authors. We apologize for this. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

1.1. Negation in Logic Programming 
First of all what negation does not mean in LP: there is a positive logic program which emulates 

the Universal Turing Machine (section 4 of APT [AD. Therefore, negation is not needed to increase 
the expressive power of LP. Moreover, though mathematical logic provides the language to LP, in 
general the representation of mathematical knowledge is not the object of application for LP, thus 
negation does not need to be correlated to the logical one either. 

Actually, negation was introduced in LP by CLARK [C] in order to allow negative information to be 
deduced from positive logic programs. In that context a logic program was regarded as a deductive 

database (unit clauses = explicit database, implicative clauses = implicit database), thus as an ele
mentary form of representation of knowledge for common sense reasoning. 

Suppose all a student of English knows about nouns in plural form is that they end with 's'. When 
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asked about 'formulas' he will correctly conclude that it is the plural of 'formula'. Though 'formulae' 
would lead him to error, making use of his basic - incomplete - notions he may reach a stage at 
which latin nouns are classified as abnormal with respect to the plural. 

The above is an example of common sense reasoning. Its peculiar elements - incompleteness and 
non-monotonicity - are both present: even though knowledge of the English language could be virtu
ally complete, in general the incompleteness of common sense reasoning - rather than to individual 
ignorance- is due to the natural limitations of our immanent world. Non-monotonicity is related to 
such incompleteness in the sense that previously drawn conclusions may be invalidated when the set 
of available informations becomes less incomplete. 

Such imperfection (incompleteness and non-monotonicity) is totally reflected in LP's negation - a 
tool to deduce (presumably) useful information which may otherwise not be deducible by means of 
pure logic. 

1.2. Classes, Models and Interpreters 
Positive LP enjoys an admirable completeness: every program has a mathematical (declarative) 

meaning which is totally equivalent to the procedural (operational) one. That is, in order to under
stand the result of a computation, no knowledge of the underlying computational mechanism (inter
preter) is required. Merely by elementary mathematical means it is possible to establish the meaning 
of a computation. 

The practical import of such a property should be clear to anyone who has experience with other 
programming languages, whose proper use and comprehension always necessitate a deep knowledge of 
the interpreter. But perhaps even more relevant is the theoretical aspect of the matter. As already 
mentioned, when extended with negation, LP is an elementary language for knowledge representation. 
Preserving under such extension the original declarative nature of LP, we would move a first step 
'towards a theory of declarative knowledge'. 

Against these noble purposes stands the non-monotonicity of negation, which, though necessary, is 
in general in contradiction with our theoretical requirements. This survey's aim is to present some 
classes of both programs and queries which, together with some particular models and interpreters, 
exhibit the same completeness properties of Positive LP. 

The ideal is to reach the least restricted classes of programs and queries. The means are: a) to 
increase the computational power of the interpreter, b) to restrict the number of models considered 
representative for the program, b') to relax the notion of model itself. We shall proceed hierarchically 
(and historically), starting from trivially complete classes and then enlarging them operating with a), 
b) and b'). 

2. INTERPRETERS I 

2.1. SLDNF-Resolution ([Kl]) 
SLD-resolution extended by the meta-rule negation as finite failure to prove (SLDNF-reso/ution) is 

the most classical of the interpreters for logic programs with negation. We shall introduce it here 
through a very elegant recursive definition, due to Kunen. First some notations: a and p stand for 
atoms, q,, if; and ~ for conjunctions of literals, a and IJ for substitutions, yes stands for the empty sub
stitution (the only possible for ground formulas). By mutual recursion, we define a binary relation R 
and a monadic predicate F. R stands for 'Returns': q,Ra holds iff SLDNF-resolution succeed on the 
query q, returning a as answer. F stands for 'Finitely Failed': q, belongs to F if! the interpreter fails, and 
fails finitely, to give an answer to q,. 

Basis of the recursion is the query true, for which the interpreter, just like SLD-resolution, returns 
yes: 
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0 : trucRyes. 

For queries with (at least) one positive atom is still SLD-resolution to drive the interpreter. Thus, for 

<f> = a/\Y, 

a) Success: 

R + 3 P+-~ in P s.t. a = mgu(a,/l) and ({/\lf!}aRO 

q,R(aO 14>) 

where (aO 14>> is a composed fl, restricted to the variables of</>. 

b) Finite Failure: 
Here Kunen uses just one rule, but we rather split it in two, in order to emphasize a difference in 
the use of recursion. 

Ft 

F:{ 

a does not unify with any head of clause in P 
t/>EF 

[VP+-~ in P s.t. 3 a = mgu(a,,8)] => (~/\i/J}aEF 
<f>EF 

To resolve a negative literal ...,a in the query, we could think of just complementing the answer of the 
interpreter to a. But some care is needed, as the following examples shows: 

ExAMPLE 2. I. 
Let us consider the program 

p(a)+-, 

q(b)+-

and the query 

+--,p(x). 

Though p (x )R { x I a}, we cannot infer -,, (x) EF, because there is an instance of p (x) - p (b )- which 
belongs to F. D 

The way out to this problem is to 'select'. a negative literal in the query only if it is ground. Of 

course, this is not always possible, but then the computation is simply resumed with the query 
declared .floundered. (Clearly, since .floundering is not a logical notion, this implies that we have to 
impose some opportune restrictions on both programs and queries in order to avoid a 'built-in' form 
of incompleteness.) 

Requiring groundness for selected negative literals, we obtain a simmetry between F and R with 

respect to negation. Indeed, for ground atoms, since the only possible substitution is the empty one, 
R acts as monadic predicate, just like F does. Therefore, aRyes can be complemented to -,a EF and 
a EF to ...,aRyes without loosing information. 

Formally, for 

<f> = ...,a/\Y,, a ground 

a) Success: 

R - aEF and Y,Ra 
q,Ra 



b) Finite Failure: 

p - aRyes 
cpEF

0 

3. MODELS I 

3.1. Minimal Model Semantics for Positive Programs ([FLMP], [P]) 

5 

The declarative semantics of Positive LP is the ideal upon which the declarative meaning of logic 
programs with negation has to be moulded. We shall devote this section to reasses its basic notions 
under the light of some recent works ( FALASCHI, LEVI, MARTELLI AND PALAMIDESSI [FLMP], KuNEN 
(K], PRZYMUSINSKI [P] ). 

The cardinal semantical property of Positive LP is the following completeness theorem: all the most 
general substitutions under which a query is logical consequence of a program P are exact?y all the 
answers the interpreter (SLD-resolution) can possibly give to the same query when applied to P. 

The notion of logical consequence is in a way non constructive. The models of a program form a 
heterogeneous collection of structures, with no criteria to build them. Godel's completeness theorem 
provides a syntactical way to capture the entire notion of logical consequence, but still then no model 
for the program is actually exhibited. 

The universal form of logic programs offers the possibility of concentrating on just a homogeneous 
collection of models, namely the Herbrand one. The reader should be familiar with the following 
properties of positive logic programs Herbrand models (and interpretations): an interpretation is a set 
of ground atoms; the collection of such interpretations (together with the usual set inclusion) forms a 
complete lattice; there always exists a least (Herbrand) model; such least model is both the intersec
tion of all (Herbrand) models and the least fixpoint of the immediate consequence operator. 

The last property above amounts to the existence of a declarative semantics for Positive LP based 
on a single and constructable model. However, being based on Herbrand's theorem, such model is 
representative only if we restrict our attention to the class of existential queries. 

ExAMPLE 3.1 (UNIVERSAL QUERY PROBLEM) 

The program P: 

p(a)~ 

has as least (and only) Herbrand model 

Mp = {p(a)}. 

Therefore, 

Mp I= Vx.p(x). 

In order to be complete, the interpreter should then return yes - the empty substitution - as 
answer to the query ~p(x). However SLD-resolution, as well as any interpreters based on the 
unification algorithm, will return { x I a} as answer. D 

If we extend the program above to include a totally incorrelated clause like q(b)~. we have that 
Mp does not imply Vx.p(x) anymore. This suggests that, in order to overcome the universal query 
problem, it suffices to extend the language of every program with a new element. A more general and 
uniform solution ( KUNEN [K] ) is to assume a fixed maximal Herbrand universe for all programs - a 
universe based on a language containing infinite function symbols for every arity. No program can 
have a language of greater cardinality and thus the one-element extension above is always included in 
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it (up to isomorphisms). 
Another solution ( PRzYMUSINSKI [P] ) is to extend the programs with an axiomatization of the 

unification algorithm itself, solving the problem at its very source. Few natural axioms are then 
sufficient: 

u+ : f(x., ... ,xn)=f{Jl., ... ,yn)- x, =y,/\ · · · /\xn =Yn 

for each function fin the program; 

u- : f(x,,. .. ,Xn) * g{Jl., ... ,ym) 

for each pair of distinct functions f, g; 

OA : t(x) * x 

for each term t in wich x occurs. 
Of course, in order to interpret" = " correctly, we have to add the classical equality axioms (EA), i.e. reflexivity, sym

metry and transitivity together with 

Xi =y1 /\ · · · /\xn =Yn - f (x., ... ,Xn)= f(y., ... ,yn) 

Xt =yi/\ · · · /\xn =Yn - [p(x., ... ,Xn) ~p(y., ... ,yn)J 

(for every function f and every predicate p in the program). 

Axioms u+, u - and OA are the freeness axioms (FA). Equality and freeness axioms together are 
called Clark's Equational Theory (CET = FA + EA). CET's relationship with the unification algo
rithm is expressed by the following lemma: 

LEMMA 3.2. Let t 1 and t 2 be any terms. Then: 
If t 1 wiifies with t 2 then there exists an mgu o oft 1 and t 2 such that 

CET F \f(t1 = t2)0; 

otherwise 

CET F \f{t1*t2). D 

Since CET does not refer to relations other than equality (which is interpreted as identity), its 
interpretations amount merely to interpretations of terms (pre-interpretations). Therefore, all interpre
tations of P+ CET can be obtained through the two following stages: i) specify a pre-interpretation J 

of CET (on the language of P, of course); ii) assign truth values to the predicates of P for all tuples of 
terms pre-interpreted by J. The resulting interpretation I is said to be based on J. 

Just like an atom belonging to a Herbrand interpretation is called ground, a predicate instantiated 
with terms pre-interpreted by J could be called I-ground atom (and this will be our terminology, too). 
Indeed, the Herbrand interpretations of a program P are all based on a particular pre-interpretation 
(we shall call it J p ), which is completely determined by the syntax: every term corresponds to an unique 
semantica/ object and no two terms are mapped on the same element. 

The restriction to J p can be axiomatiz.ed by adding to CET the following domain closure axiom: 

DCA= x = t 1 Vx = t 2 V · · · 

where t., ti, · · · are all the ground terms in the language of the program. Notice that, when function symbols do appear 

in the program, DCA is an infinite disjunction. On the contrary, the weak domain closure axiom 

(where f ., ... ,fk arc all the function symbols in the program) is always finite. But we shall later sec that WDCA can some

times be too weak. 

Its syntactical nature places J p in a special position with respect to the other pre-interpretations: J p 

is a model of CET and a pre-interpretation of P with minimal cardina/i~y. Indeed, it is easy to verify 
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that every other pre-interpretation of P which is model of CET contains in its domain an isomorphic 
copy of P's Herbrand universe. 

Several notions involving Jp can be naturally generalized to all other models of CET. For instance, 
we can define B~, the J-base of P, as the set of J-ground atoms of the program. Also the immediate 
consequence operator Tp is easily extended to J1,: for every interpretation I based on J and for each 
aE~ 

a E J1,(I) if[ 3 a state over J and 

3 A +-F clause of P such that 

a = Aa and /'F-0 F. 

Each J defines a complete lattice of interpretations and thus, since J1, is monotonic, 
J1,jw = !fp(J1,). But the analogy with J1, goes further. Given any J model of CET, the intersection 
of all models of P based on J is the least model of P based on J. Moreover, it is equivalent to the 
least fixpoint of J1,. The set MIN(P) of minimal models of P+CET is then to be obtained collecting 
each of these least models for every possible J model of CET. 

MIN(P) enjoys homogeneity and constructivity, but in a lower degree than the least Herbrand 
model. Though the various pre-interpretations share the same framework, they are still largely 
undetermined. On the other hand, MIN (P) has the same representative power as the entire collection 
of models of P. The completeness result at the beginning of this section still holds when in place of "logi
cal consequence of P" we put "true in all minimal models of P+CET". 

The major shortcoming of the MIN (P) semantics is in the violation of the single model approach 
which makes the least Herbrand model semantics so attractive, despite of the restrictions it imposes. 
A solution to this problem arises from the work of F ALASCHI, LEVI, MARTELLI AND PALAMIDESSI 
[FLMP]. 

MIN(P) is the result of embedding the unification algorithm into the syntax. Lifting such embed
ding from the syntactical level to the semantical one we can abstract the infinite collection MIN (P) 
into a single structure - a 'supra-model' (s-mode/) for P. To this purpose we need to allow variables 
to appear in the interpretations (s-interpretations). 

Ex.AMPLE 3.3. 
The s-interpretation 

I = { p(f(x))} 

stands for the whole family of interpretations 

{ p(f (t)) }i e D, 

where D is any given domain for I. 
For P =p(f(x))+-, I is a synthetic representation of MIN(P). D 

The Herbrand s-universe of a program P is simply the Herbrand universe of the language of P 
extended with infinite variables. Since in LP variables are always closed (by the implicit universal 
quantification of each clause), a distinction between them is necessary only inside atoms: p (x,y) is 
e~uivalent top (x,z), but different from p (x,x). Variables are thus grouped in equivalence classes and 
B p, the Herbrand s-base of P, is built up from the Herbrand s-universe modulo such equivalence. S
Interpretations are then subsets (this is the original meaning of the prefix s, but we definitely prefer 
supra) of the Herbrand s-base. All Herbrand interpretations' properties still hold for the s- extension: 
complete lattice, immediate s-consequence operator, least s-model both as intersection and as least 
fixpoint. 

The definition of s-model requires a reformulation of the notion of truth (comp. principle (b') of 
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section 1.2): 

lt:sA iJf 3 a EI such that a is more general than A 

/1:5 A+-A i, ••• ,An if[ 'r/ a1, ... ,an E/ 

3 O= mgu((A ., ... ,An), (a., ... ,an)) ~ AOE/. 

(By "E" we intend here a membership which takes variables redenominations into account, ie such 

that p(x,y) E { p(x,z)} and p(x,y)~ { p(x,x)}. For any two atoms - or vectors of atoms - a 1 and a2 

we say that a 1 is more general than a 2 when there exists a substitution 8 s.t. a 18= a 2 .) 

It is important to recall that it is not our purpose to introduce an alternative logic. We simply aim 

to provide a synthetic way of constructing entire families of models for P+CET. Indeed, our next 

step is to define the immediate s-consequence operator - the elementary unit of s-model construction: 

aETi(l) if[ 3 A+-A1t····An in P 

3 a 1, ... ,an E/ 3 8 such that 

8= mgu((A J , •• ,An), (a1 , ... ,an)) 

a = AO 

Every model in MIN(P) can be obtained as 'projection' of ritw, the least Herbrand s-model of P. 
By 'projection' we intend here a single state application to an opportune redenomination of the s

model, equivalent to the original one (for the definition of state see APT (AJ). The redenomination, 

which we shall denote by "*", is necessary in order to pass at once from a set like { p (x) } to { 

p (a), p (b) } . (In this particular case { p (x) }* could be { p (x ), p ( y) } with projecting state a: 

a(x) = a and a(y) = b.) 

THEOREM 3.4. Let P be a positive logic program. 

'r/ J model of CET 3 p over J such that n.tw = (rj:fw)* p. 

PROOF. 

By induction. 
0) 

n~n + 1) 

n.to = 0 = n:to 

3 p over J s.t. n.tn = (Titn)" p 

aE:r:,jn + 1 ~ 3A+-A 1 , ... ,Ak in P 

3 a over J s.t. 

a = Aa and (A ., ... ,Ak)a ~ Ji.tn 

(A ., ... ,Ak)a ~ '.Ppjn ~ 3 a., .. ,ak E{rj:fn)* s.t. 

(A ., ... ,Ak)a= (a., ... ,ak)P 

~ 3 O= mgu((A ., ... ,Ak), (ai. ... ,ak)) [by Jl=CET) 

~ AOErj:fn + I and 

3 y over J s.t. AOy= a 

~ 'r/ aE:r:, j n + l 3a'ETit n + 1 and 3y over J s.t. a = a'y 



Applying a proper"*" and consequently combining the various y's we have that 

3 'IT over J s.t. Tf, j n + 1 k (Thn + l)*w . 

The other side of the equivalence can be obtained with similar arguments. D 
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The representative power of the 's-semantics' is even greater than the MIN (P) semantics'. The 
strongest completeness result for Positive LP, i.e. completeness without requiring substitutions to be 
most general at the declarative level, can be stated in terms of s-semantics: the whole set of substitu
tions under which a query is true in the least Herbrand s-model of P is equivalent to the set of answers the 
interpreter can give to the query (when applied to P). 

To summarize, the s-semantics couples constructivity, homogeneity and single structure of the Her
brand semantics with the greatest representative power. Moreover, the presence of variables in the s
models allows the interpretation of the programs to be completely independent from the possible 
domains and contexts in which programs can be merged (modularity). 

3.2. Closed World Assumption ([GMN], [P], [S]) 
Single model semantics may be used to implicitely represent information which, though not for

mally entailed, can be regarded as being meant by the programs (comp. section 1.1). For positive 
programs this amounts not only to a quantitative (for finite domains) but also to a qualitative expres
sive improvement: negative information is introduced. 

The ]east Herbrand model semantics constitutes a classical example of such non monotone represen
tation: 

ExAMPLE 3.5. 
Let us consider the following program P, defining the set of even natural numbers: 

even(O)+-, 

even (s 2(x))+-even (x). 

Its Herbrand base is 

Bp = (even(O),even(s(O)), ... ,even(sn(O)), ... ) 

= (even(sn(O)): n EN} 

while its least Herbrand model is 

Now, 

Mp = {even (0),even (s 2(0)), ... ,even (s 2n(O)), ... } 

= { even(s2n(O)) : n EN}. 

Np = Bp - Mp = {even(s(O)),even(s 3(0)), ... ,even(s2n+l(O)), ... } 

= (even(s2n +l(O)) : nEN} 

can be consistently (and naturally) assumed to be P's false atoms set. D 

In order to be effective, this representation has to be transposed from the declarative level to the 
operational one. The completeness theorem for Herbrand semantics ensures equivalence between Mp 
and success set of P. Thus Np corresponds to the union of P's infinite and finite failure sets. Here a 
computational problem arises. Both success (R) and finite failure (F) sets of any positive program are 
semidecidable. Thus, recalling the existence of a positive program which emulates the Universal Tur
ing Machine (section I.I), the existence of an interpreter complete with respect to the 'Mp-Np' 
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semantics would imply that the Halting Problem be decidable. 
Anyway, such negative result should not be taken too drastically. First of all, most of infinite com

putations are recognizable by rather trivial loop-checking algorithms; thence, a reasonable large class 

of programs can be expected to have a decidable halting problem. Second, if we analize the role of 

LP with respect to its implementations, we see that the complete theoretical framework is just an 

idealization of 'real-life' approximations, which sacrifice completeness to computational effectiveness 

(PROLOG's depth-first selection rule, for instance). Therefore, it makes sense to define an interpreter 

based on negation as failure (not to be confused with finite failure) and to claim completeness for it. 

However, we shall postpone such definition until section 6, when we shall introduce it in a more gen

eral context than positive programs, namely stratified programs. 

The expression in a logical theory of the preference for the least Herbrand model has been accom

plished in two different ways. One, circumscription will be the subject of section 3.3. The other, 

closed world assumption is what we are going to show here. 
The idea behind the closed world assumption is rather trivial: if we explicitely add to a positive 

program P the negation of all atoms in Np together with the axioms CET + DCA, the models of the 

resulting extended program all collapse in the original program's least Herbrand model. 

ExAMPLE 3.6. 
Referring to the program in the previous example, we would have: 

CET+DCA, 

even(O}E-, 

even (s 2(x}}E-even (x), 

....,even (s (0)), 

....,even (s 3(0)), 

....,even (sin + 1 (0) }, 

0 

Notice that, in order to preserve completeness for universal queries, the infinitary DCA in the example above is not replaceable 

with the finitary WDCA: since for the program above 

WDCA = [x = OV3y.x = s(Y)] 

there is a model of the program which together with 1\1 has in the domain a copy of Z in which nothing is even: thus, the 

query 

Vx(even (x)V even(s (x))) 

is not satisfied in such model. 

Our definition of closed world assumption for a positive progam P will then be: 

cwa(P) = P + CET+DCA + {-,a: aENp} 

= P+CET+DCA +{-,a: a ground atom, Mp j a}. 

In order to have a definition to apply also to general programs, since a ground atom is logical conse

quence of a positive program iff it is true in its least Herbrand model, we rewrite what above as 

cwa(P) = P + CET+DCA +{....,a: a ground atom, P j a}. 

However, while for positive programs it is a solid, though theorical, structure to deduce negative 
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information, the closed world assumption is for general programs just a fragile framework, veined by 
inconsistencies. 

ExAMPLE 3.7. 
The program P: p--.q is logically equivalent top V q. Since p V q does not imply p nor q, we 

have that 

cwa(P) = CETUDCA U{pVq}U{-fJ,-.q} 

= CETUDCA U{(pVq) /\ -,(pVq)} 

- which is clearly inconsistent. 0 

Notice that SLDNF-resolution does not interpret p--.q asp V q: it rather succeeds on the query -P 
and fails on the query -q. It is thus clear that, when we base the closure of the programs upon the 
notion of first-order logical consequence, we go too far from the actual behaviour of any - even 
theorical - interpreter for LP's negation. For positive programs we have equivalence with the least 
Herbrand model and it is this property which in general gives consistence to cwa: 

THEOREM 3.8. P general program. Then: 

cwa (P) is consistent if! there exists the least Herbrand model of P. 0 

In our example above, we do not have a least model. We rather have two minimal models: {p} 
and { q}. Recalling the previous section where minimal model semantics has been shown to be a 
natural generalization of least Herbrand model semantics, it makes sense to reformulate cwa in terms 
of minimal models. We define then the generalized closed world assumption ([M]) as: 

gcwa(P) = P+CET+DCA +{-,a: a ground atom, H-MIN(P)J' a} 

where H-MJN(P) stands for the set of minimal Herbrand models of P. Although by definition gcwa 
is always consistent, we still have not found a completely satisfactory closure, as the following exam
ple shows: 

ExAMPLE 3.9. 
To P as in the previous example, gcwa does not add any information. Indeed, 

H-MIN(P) = {p}U{q} 

- the whole Herbrand base of P. This is in contrast with SLDNF-resolution, which, as already men
tioned, treats q as false atom. 0 

In order to find a satisfactory form of closure for general programs, we should then look for some
thing in between cwa and gcwa, oper·· : ; ng a restriction to a certain class of minimal models (comp. 
principle (b) of section 1.2). Once more, from the program in Example 3.7 we get the right idea: the 
'proper' model for the SLDNF-computations of P is {p, -,q} - the closure based on the minimal 
model {p}. 

But let us resume here our discussion. Again, we shall return to it in connection with stratified pro
grams - a class which is semantically characterized by a preference for a particular minimal model, 
the so-called peifect model. By the way, p--.q is a stratified program. 

3.3. Circumscription ([L], [LI], [R]) 
Since the set of ground atoms which are not derivable from a logic program can be infinite, every 

closure which, like cwa, is based on the explicit enumeration of all negative (ground) information 
suffers a major syntactical shortcoming: non-finite axiomatizability. In order to avoid such difficulty, 
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while preserving the semantical idea behind cwa, we have to 'capture' the negative information impli

citely, axiomatizing the notion of minimality. Indeed, we have seen that, when consistent, cwa has a 

single model - the least Herbrand one. Now, since such model is uniquely defined by assigning to 

each predicate the minimal of its possible extensions, we can achieve the same effect of cwa by 'cir

cumscribing' to its narrowest domain each predicate appearing in a program. Formally, if 

P = Pi.··· •Pn 

are all the predicate symbols appearing in a program P, we call circumscription of P the following 

second order formula: 

circ(P) = P(p) /\ '<Jp' [P(p')~p .;;;p'] 

where p'=P 1', ••• ,pn' are predicate variables (recall we are in second order) corresponding for arity to 

p J. ···•Pn• and where 
n 

p~' = _/\ Vx[p;(x)~p;'(x)], 
1= 1 

for x opportune tuple of (object) variables. What circ(P) literally states is that : the set of predicate 

constants p has the property P and there is no set of predicates satisfying P which is 'smaller' than p . 

By definition, a program's least Herbrand model uniquely defines the least extension which any set 

of predicates must have in order to satisfy the program. Thus, with respect to Herbrand pre

interpretations, we have the desired equivalence: 

THEOREM 3.10. If cwa(P) is consistent, then 

cwa (P) ~ circ (P) + CET + DCA. 0 

Since circumscription refers to minimality it would be natural to expect equivalence also with gcwa. 

However, this is not the case, as the following example shows: 

ExAMPLE 3.11. 
The program P: 

p(a)+--,p(b) 

- logically equivalent to p(a)Vp(b) - has two minimal models: {p(a)} and {p(b)}. GCWA (P) does 

not bring new information to P, so that the whole Herbrand base of P - {p (a ),p (b)} - is a model for 

gcwa(P), too. On the other hand, circ(P) is equivalent to 

Vx[ p (x)~x = a]VVx[ p (x)~x = b] 

which has for Herbrand models {p(a)} and {p(b)}, but not {p(a),p{b)}. 0 

The program in the example above is very similar to p+--.q, the program in Example 3.7, and the 

same consideration as there still holds here: of all the minimal models, only one is the intended. In 

order to conclude that {p (a)} rather than {p (b)} is the proper model for the program, we have to 

reflect on the position of the atoms in the program. In other words, global considerations about the 

program are required. Instead, as defined above, circumscription is performed in a local manner, each 

predicate being minimized independently from the others. To overcome this problem, more contex

tual form of circumscription, pointwise and prioritized circumscriptions, have been introduced. We 

shall present them in section 5.3, after having defined the stratified programs. 
The previous example also suggests that circumscription be in some cases expressable by a first 

order formula - a necessary condition, if we are looking for implementations. Unfortunately, the 

class of programs which enjoys such property is too narrow to be significative. However, the pro

cedure by which most of computable circumscriptions are performed can be successfully generalized 
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to define a milder fonn of closure which is tightly related to SLDNF-resolution. It is thus worth to 
exhibit some significative examples of computable circumscription. We shall treat positive programs 
only. 

i) When a predicate symbol, say p, appears in the body of clauses only, its definition in the pro
gram is empty. Thus, under assumption of minimality, its extension will be empty as well. The 
predicate p is then circumscribed as: 

'tJx . ......p(x). 

ii) A clause like p(x)- q(x), for p and q with same arity, states that the extension of q is contained 
or equal to the one of p. Thus, if that is the only clause definingp, we can circumscribe it as 

'tJ x.p (x )+-+q (x) 

and then substitute q in the uses of p. Notice that such circumscription is correct only if the 
predicates involved do not depend recursively on each other. (On the notion of dependence we 
shall return later; at the moment intuition should suffice.) 

iii) Ground facts can be regarded as special case of implicative clauses. For instance, 

p(a)-

is equivalent to 

p(x)-x = a. 

Actually," = " has arity two, but here we can consider it as monadic predicate " = a". Using 'A
notation: 

p (x)-'Ax.x = a. 

For conjunctions of ground facts we can proceed analogously: 

p(a)-. 

p(b)- . 

equivalent to 

p (x )-'Ax. (x = a V x = b ), 

is then circumscribed as 

'tJx [p(x)+-+x = aVx = b]. 

3.4. Completion (IA], [Kl], [SD 
Peculiar to the computable circumscriptions of the previous section is the transformation of 

sufficient conditions in necessary and sufficient, accomplished simply by substituting implications with 
equivalences. In order to generalize such 'IFF-transfonnation' to all programs, we have to depart 
from circumscription, replacing minimality with necessity as closure's basic principle. Once more, let 
us proceed with examples. 

i) More rules to define a predicate: 

p(a)-q, p(b)-r become 'tJx [p(x) +-+ (x = a/\q)V(x = b/\r)]. 

Notice that we did not assume anymore that predicates in head and body have the same arity. 
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ii) Variables appearing in the body of clauses: 

p-q(x) becomes p ~ 3x.q(x) 

(recall our basic principle: necessity}. 

iii) Function symbols in non ground heads: 

p(f(y))- becomes 'fix [p(x) ~ 3y(x =f(y))]. 

iv) More atoms in the body: 

p - q,r becomes p +-+ q /\ r. 

v) Recursion (a classical example): 

p(s(y))- p(y) ,p(O)- become 'fix [p(x) +-+3y(x = s(y)/\p(y))Vx = OJ. 

We are now able to formalize. Let us indicate with Defp the definition of a predicate p in a program 
k 

Defp = /\ p (t;) - C; 
r = I 

{where if k = 0 then Defp = 0 and where t; stands for the tu pie of terms Iii, ... , l;n (n being the arity of p); C; stands for a 

conjunction of atoms). 

Then the following two rules suffice to generalize all previous examples: 

!FF - Defp = 0 
'fix . .., p (x) 

k 

Defp = _/\ p(t;)-C; =I= 0 
r = I 

k 

'fix [p(x) +-+ V 3(.x = t;/\C;)) 
i = I 

{where X is a tuple of variables and X = I; stands for x I = I; i. .. . ,Xn = l;n ). 

Of course, /1 = /1 is again intended to be supported by CET. 
By all this, we define the completion of a program P ([Cl]) as: 

comp(P) = IFF(P) + CET 

(where IFF(P) is the result of applying rules /FF - and /FF + to all predicate symbols of P). 

As already mentioned (section 3.2), from a computational point of view the complement of the suc

cess set of a program (failure set) is of scarce interest. It is rather the dual of the success set, the finite 
failure set, which is significant. The semantical import of completion is in that it is the only closure 
which suits a complete declarative characterization of finite failure. Medium for such characterization 

is the immediate consequence operator. 
For the success set (P positive program, A ground atom) we have: 

a) A is in the success set of P <=> A E Tptw. 

f1) I based on J is a model of P + CET <=> T'p(J) ~ /. 

y) A ETptw <=> PI= A. 

Following duality we put 



TJ.tO =B~ 

'I'J,!(n + l) = 'I'J,(TJ.!n) 

TJ.tw = n TJ.tn. 
n<w 
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Since the intersection with the Herbrand base of any TJ.tw is equivalent to Tp!w, the chain above can 
be reformulated in terms of finite failure and completion as: 

a') A is in the finite failure set of P ~ A ~ Tp!w. 

fJ') I based on J is a model of comp (P) ~ 'I'J,(I) = /. 
y') A ~Tp!w ~ comp(P) I= -,A. 

This should not induce to believe in a total duality between Tptw and Tp.j,w. In fact, Tp.j,w is not 
equivalent to the greatest fixpoint of Tp: 

ExAMPLE 3.12. 
Let P be 

Then 

while 

p if (x ))+-p (x ), 

q (a )+-p (x ). 

Tp(Tp.j,w) = Tp({q(a)}) = 0 = gfp(Tp). 0 

Despite of this gap, the chain a'-/J'-y' is not broken since every non finitely failed SLD-computation 
(of ground positive queries) gives somehow rise to an interpretation which can be extended to a model 
for comp(P). 

Though completeness of negation as finite failure is a very important result, it should be noticed 
that it does not imply completeness of SLDNF-resolution, even for positive programs only. The fol
lowing example clarifies the problem: 

ExAMPLE 3.13. 
For P: 

the query 

r(a)+-, 

r(b)+-r(b), 

r(b )+-q(a), 

q(a)+-q(a) 

+-r(x),-,q(x), 

though it leads to infinite computations only, is logical consequence of comp{P). Indeed, for every 
pre-interpretation J model of CET and every model M of comp{P) based on J, 'I'J,(M) = M. Thus 

r(a)EM 

q(a)EM~r(b)EM 
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q(b)fi.M. 

Then either r(a)/\-,q(a) or r(b) /\ -,q(b) is logical consequence of M, which means 

comp(P) I= 3x(r(x)/\-,q(x)). D 

If for positive programs completeness seems anyway achievable for a restricted class of queries 

(comp. section 4.7), for general programs there are much serious flaws in the theory, which often pro

duce inconsistencies: 

£xAMPLE 3.14. 
The program p---.p (logically equivalent to an •innoquous' sentence like p V p) yields the incon

sistent completion: 

P~· D 

There are two solutions to this problem. One is simply to forbid programs whose completion is 

inconsistent. This amounts to define opportune classes of programs and it is the argument of next 

chapter. Another one, more radical, is to modify the notion of model (principle (b') of section 1.2) in 

order to overcome inconsistence at its very root. Three valued models are those which best suit to this 

purpose. 
The core of such approach is 4>~ - the 3-valued extension of the immediate consequence operator. 

T'p has to be abandoned because not anymore monotonic when Pisa general program (no semantics 

could be based on its iterations): 

ExAMPLE 3. 15. 
Let P be 

Then 

Tp( 0 ) = {p} 

and 

Tp({p}) = 0 . D 

The problem is that T'p is defined upon interpretations stated in terms of true atoms only, leaving 

the false ones implicite{y defined by the difference with the base B~. For general programs, this is a 

too weak representation: false atoms, as explicite~y partecipating to computations, are to be explicite{v 

mentioned, too. When we adopt such other representation of interpretations, we can assign - in gen

eral - truth values only to a subset of the whole base. The rest can be seen as unknown or undefined 

and we can associate to it a third truth value ( u ) which intuitively corresponds to infinite computa

tions. Notice that these 3-valued interpretations can alternatively be seen as 2-valued partial interpre

tations. 
A partial interpretation I based on J can be uniquely defined by two sets of J-ground atoms IT and 

IF, respectively representing true and false atoms in I. We shall then use the following notation: 

l = (/r,h) 

and 

(/r',h') = 4>~(/r,h) 

Thus, to define <fl~ it suffices to define lr' and I/. Now, since lr' is the set of J-ground atoms which 

are immediate consequence of P with respect to I, we have just to report T~'s definition. That is, for 



each aEJl1, 

aElr' iff 3 a state over J and 

3 A+-F clause of P such that 

a=Aa and I 1=0 F. 
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On the other hand, for I/ we can directly make use of rules Ft and Fi used in the definition of 
SLDNF-resolution (section 2.1). We have then that, for each aEJl1, 

a El/ iff "ff a state over J and 

"ff A +.-F clause of P 

either a=FA a or I 1=0 -.F. 

Truth values in such logic are determined by following rules (SHEPHERDSON [S]): 
a) Every connective other than ·~· has value t ( f) if it has that value in ordinary 2-valued logic for 

all possible replacements of u's by tor f; otherwise it has value u. 
b) Quantifiers are treated like infinite conjunctions ("ff) or disjunctions (3); therefore, "fix. q,(_x) is t if 

for all a q,(_a) is t, it is f if there exists an a such that tP{.a) is f and it is u otherwise. 
c) ~has value t if rp and 1/1 have the same truth value, f otherwise. 
Rule (c) avoids that formulas like p~ p be interpreted as u when p is u. 

With such rules the program p~ ....., p has a 3-valued model, which assings top (and thus to ....., p) 
truth value u. More in general, every general program admits a 3-valued model for its completion. 

«P~ inherits from 'l"p most of its properties, like, for instance, models as fixpoints: 

THEOREM 3.16. P general program. I = (lr,h) partial intetpretation based on J. Then 

I is a (3-valued) model of comp(P) iff 4.>~(/) = /. D 

But also like the lattice structure (based now on the semilattice u<t, u<f), which, together with the 
monotonicity of <II~, enables to characterize for each J the least of these fixpoints iterating the opera
tor from the bottom (0). That is, for every program P, there exists an ordinal a for which 

4.>~ja = !IP (<II~). 
Unfortunately, a is in general greater than w: if we analize the definition of 4.>~, we see that for every 
positive program P 

4.>~ja = ('l"pja, B~ - 'l"p.J,a). 

Therefore, recalling Example 3.12 even under the very strong restriction to positive programs and 
Herbrand pre-interpretations, 

cp p j'1J =I= !IP (4.> p ). 

This loss of compactness shows that completeness cannot be reached via fixpoints of «P~. However, 
Wpjw - even though it is not a fixpoint - is enough representative for the notion of logical conse
quence of comp(P): 

THEOREM 3.17. {(K]) Let rp be a query for a general program P. Then: 

comp (P) 1=3 rp iff rp is t in <II~ jn. D 

When marked with "•" 4.> p is intended to be based on a language which has infinite predicate and function symbols for every 

ari ty (comp. section 3.1 ). 

Notice that none of the <ll~jn nor <ll~i"' need to be a model for comp(P). 
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4. CLASSES 

4.1. Allowedness ([A], [Ch], [Kl]) 
When SLDNF-resolution has to evaluate a (sub-) query in which all literals are both negative and 

non-ground it does not proceed any further: it flounders (see section 2.1). This in order to ensure 

effectiveness to the interpreter. Indeed, while positive literals in the body of clauses are (implicitely) 
existentially quantified, negative literals transform variables implicit quantification from existential to 

universal, requiring the whole universe to be inspected. When variables in negative literals are not 

processed (like in SLDNF-resolution) derivations are always downward directed - converging, cycling 

or floundering but never diverging. 
Declaratively, such resources' limitation hasn't any equivalent: 

EXAMPLE 4.1. 
Let P be 

p(a)+-p(a}, 

q(b)+-. 

Then comp(P)I' -,p(b) and thus comp(P)I' 3x.-,p(x). But SLDNF-resolution, though succeding on 

+- -,p(b), flounders on+- -,p(x). D 

Thence, completeness may be stated in terms of completion only for those programs and queries 

which do not flounder. Unfortunately, the class of non-floundered programs + queries (it does not 

make sense to refer just to programs or just to queries) happens to be undecidable. Indeed, the 
existence of a positive program which emulates the Universal Turing Machine relates floundering to 

the halting problem. It suffices to add to each query for such program the literal ..., Pnew(x"""')' with 
both predicate and variable not appearing in the program nor in the query. Since both program and 

queries are positive the related SLDNF-computation will not flounder iff it is infinite. 
A decidable class of programs and queries which is free from floundering is the so-called allowed 

one. It is based on the consideration that variables appearing in negative literals of a query ought to 
appear also in some of its positive literals, otherwise they can not be grounded during computations. 

Recursively, also subqueries produced by matching with program clauses have to respect the same 
condition. Formally, for a general program P and a general query ip, we say that ip is allowed iff all 

its variables appear in some of its positive literals, and that P is allowed iff every variable of a clause 
in P appears in some positive literals in the body of that clause. The second definition implies that 

unit clauses (facts) in an allowed program are always ground. Thence, all answer substitutions given 

from that program to allowed queries will be ground. A too strong restriction, indeed. Current 

research is devoted to define more significant decidable and non-floundered classes. 

A different approach to the problem is to be found in CHAN [Ch], who suggests to adopt a more 
'constructive' approach to negation as finite failure, so to allow (a form of) bounding between variables 

to take place also in negative literals. More information is gathered and floundering never occurs 
(comp. principle (a) of section 1.2). Some examples of constructive negation: 

EXAMPLE 4.2. 
The program 

p(a)+-, 

under constructive negation, answers to the query 

+--,p(x) 

with 



[x=Fa]. D 

ExAMPLE 4.3. 

p~-,q(x) 

q<J(x))~q(x) 

q(O)~ 

~p 

true. D 

ExAMPLE 4.4. 
Replacing the first clause in Example 2 with 

p(x)~_,q(x) 

we have 

[x=FO, x=Ff (0), x=F/2(0), ... ]. 

('diverging'). D 

ExAMPLE 4.5. 

q(x,y,z)~p (x,x),p (y,y ),..., p (x,y) 

p(x,x)~ 

~q(x,y,z) 

[x=Fy]. D 
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Such 'default' treatment of the variables in negative literals is in line with the epistemological con
siderations of section I. I. 

The problem with constructive negation is that it may lead to diverging computations - that is, 
what floundering was meant to avoid. However, constructive negation subsumes classical negation as 
(finite) failure so that we can restrict to the same classes of non-floundering programs and queries, but 
also, and more significantly, we may try to define classes of programs and queries which do not 
diverge under constructive negation. This is an area for new research and virtually everything has still 
to be done. 

In TURI [T] we make use of constructive negation to extend s-interpretations to general programs 
modelling. Here we proceed with SLDNF-resolution and allowedness. In such terms, a completeness 
theorem for general programs is possible, when we consider last section's 3-valued logic. From 
Theorem 3.17 we have: 

THEOREM 4.6. ([Kl]) Let Pa general program and cp a general query. If P and cp are allowed then 

comp(P)1=3\fq,a ~ cpRa 

comp (P)1=3...,3cp ~ cp EF. D 

4.2. Global Dependencies ([A], [Kl]) 

---------------------- ----- -------------------------------------------------------------------
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The completeness result of theorem 4.6 is partial not only because stated in terms of 3-valued 

models, but also because it can be seen as starting point to establish a 2-valued (total) completeness 

result. To this purpose it suffices to look for classes of programs with consistent completion (i.e. with 

at least one 2-valued model for their completion) and then for classes of queries which do not violate 

such consistence. This methodology is due to KuNEN [Kl) and we believe it is an enlightening 

approach to the semantics of logic programs with negation. 
In order to be of any interest for the programmer, a class of programs should be easy to define and 

to recognize. The syntactical structure - the form - should suffice to determine whether a program 

belongs to a class or not. Now, the form of a program is related to the consistence of its completion 

by the way (ground) atoms depend on each other in the program. We shall call this dependence local 

as opposed to the dependence between predicate symbols, which we name global. The analysis of the 

latter leads to a smaller class of programs than the former does, but the results at the global level 
extend very naturally at the local one. Thence, we shall concentrate on global dependencies. 

To formalize the notion of global dependency we may make use of graphs. Every program P 

defines a directed and signed graph (dependency graph) in the following way: a) the nodes of the 

graph are the predicate symbols appearing in P; b) the arcs of the graph are obtained reversing the 
arrows (implications) of the clauses in P; c) the signs are determined from the polarity of literals in 

the clauses' body. 

Ex.AMPLE 4.7. 
A clause like 

p(t)h .. ,q(s), ... 

corresponds to a positive arc from p to q, while 

p (t)+-. . ., --,q (s ), ... 

to a negative one. 0 

We shall say that p depends positive?v (resp. negativery) on q iff in the dependency graph there exists a 
path from p to q that contain an even (resp. odd) number of negative arcs. To symbolize such posi

tive (resp. negative) dependence we put p ;;;;. + 1 q (resp. p ;;;;. _ 1 q). We consider zero even, thus for 

all p: p ;;;;. + 1 p. Independently from the sign, the relation "to depend on" induces an equivalence 
relation on the predicates: for all p and q we have p-:::::,q ifJ p ;;a.q /\q ;;a.p . 

4.3. Hierarchical Programs ([Ca]) 
The easiest way to ensure consistence to general programs is to forbid the use of recursion. Actu

ally, such restriction does even more: all models are two valued. This is due to the particular struc

ture that the lack of recursion gives to programs and relative completions. No predicate depends on 
itself, thus the dependency graph is free from cycles and levels can be associated to it (recursion-free 
programs are usually named hierarchical). At the first level are those predicates not depending on any 
other, at the second those depending only on predicates from the first level, and so on. Correspondly, 
levels can be introduced in the programs and in their completion. 

Ex.AMPLE 4.8. 
A hierarchical program: 

first level r- , 
second I. q-r, --,s , 

third I. p-s , P- --,q. 
Its completion: 

first I. r , --,s , 



second I. 
third I. 

q~r/\-.s, 

p~-,qvs. 
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D 

The models of any hierarchical completed program can be determined ascending those levels. For 
instance, in the example above r must be true and ..,r false, thus q must be true and p false. As the 
example suggests, propositional hierarchical programs have just one model for their completion. 
More in general, there exists a single Herbrand model for the completion of a hierarchical program. 

From a computational point of view, a hierarchical program is always terminating because recur
sion is necessary condition for a program to cycle. But the price to be paid for these nice properties 
of totality and termination is in terms of expressive power (positive programs are not hierarchical, as 
well as most significant programs). When local in place of global dependencies are taken into con
sideration termination is not guaranteed anymore (because the number of levels may be w or even 
exceed it), but the expressive power results considerably increased. 

In section 4.7 we show how hierarchical programs play a role in the definition of an important class 
of queries. 

4.4. Stratification ([A], [ABW]) 
Recursion in itself is not necessarily a threat for consistence. Most significant positive programs are 

recursively defined and still they are consistent under completion. It is recursion through negation 
which introduces problems (comp. Example 3.14). When avoided, consistence is restablished, without 
sacrificing too much expressive power. The resulting programs are called stratified: since in the 
dependency graph there is no cycle containing a negative arc, levels can be associated to it consider
ing negative arcs only. A partition into strata is thus induced on the programs. 

ExAMPLE 4.9. 
A stratified program: 

first stratum r~ , 
second s. q~r. -,s , 
thirds. p~p .p~ -,q. D 

Every stratum is a subprogram whose predicates appearing in negative literals are defined in some 
strictly lower stratum. The first stratum is thus a positive program (eventually empty). Next strata 
can be regarded as positive programs which may use negative information concerning some previously 
defined programs. 

Procedurally, stratification is best interpreted as non-recursively nested positive LP together with 
negation as failure: queries and subqueries may contain negative literals, but SLD-resolution and 
negation as failure are never mixed, for strata can not be ascended until the selected literal in the 
(sub-) query has been resolved. 

For their structure, stratified programs inherit most of the properties enjoyed by positive programs 
- consistence under completion among them - coming closer than any other known class to the ideal 
outlined in the introduction. Next chapters are devoted to exploit such relationship, both at a 
declarative and at a procedural level. But in the remaining sections of this chapter we proceed with 
the analysis of the completed program semantics. 

4.5. Ca/I-Consistent Programs ([Kl]) 
There are several possibilities other than stratification to structure programs in a consistent way. 

For instance, the program p~ -,q , q~.., p is not stratified but still its completion admits some 2-
valued models ( (p} and { q }). To generalize such example we introduce the class of call-consistent 
programs, which extends stratification allowing recursion through negation when no predicate 
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depends negatively on itself; that is, when 

-,3p. p ;;;.: _ Ip. 

This can be stated equivalently as 

-,3p,q. p-::::::,q, p ;;;.: + I q, p ;;;.: _ I q, 

which is easier to compare with stratification (-,3p, q. p-::::::,q, p ;;;;;.: _ 1 q). 

Call-consistent programs inherit the 'layered' structure from the stratified ones, since the 

equivalence classes form a partial order which induces levels on the program. Ascending these levels, 

we shall be able to prove that call-consistent programs always admit a total model for their comple

tion. First, notice that, although in a level there can be predicates from more than one class, it is not 

reductive to consider each level as made up of predicates from a single equivalence class. If a call

consistent program has a single equivalence class a signing S can be associated to it, that is, every 

predicate can be labelled with + l or - 1 in the following way: 

'tfp,q. p ;;;;;.: ; q ==> S(q) = S(p)-i 

(with i equal to + 1 or - 1). The hypotheses above (call-consistence and single class) ensure that no 

contradiction between labels may arise; indeed, by contraposition: 

3p. S(p)=-S(p) ==> 3pi,p 2 s.t. P1 ';ii>;p ,p i ;;;;.:1 p and S(p 1)-i=-S(p2)-j 

==> p ;;;;. _ Ip (by p -;::::,p1 -;::::,p2). 

In general, there are more signings for a program. We may choose any of them and then associate 

truth value t to the predicates marked by + 1 and f to those marked by - I. The result is a 2-valued 

model for the completed program. 
When a program has more than just one equivalence class, thus more than one level, we can iterate 

the method above in the following way: 
i) ex tend as far as possible on the current level P1 the model for the underlying levels P 1,. • .,P1 _ 1 ; 

ii) at any place a predicate of P1 is still undefined assign the truth value associated to it by the 

(arbitrarily chosen, but fixed) signing for P1. 
By all this, we have proved that any call-consistent program has a consistent completion. 

Call-consistence is a structure with great expressive power, but it does not mark the 'frontier' . A 

program may have a predicate negatively depending on itself but still be consistent under completion. 

An instance is: 

p~-, p.q, 

whose completion 

p ~ -,p /\ q , 

-,q 

has a 2-valued model (both p and q false). Anyway, notice that such program is logically equivalent 

to 

p Vp~q 

thus it can be normalized to 

p~q 

which is both hierarchical and positive and whose completion has still the same 2-valued model. As 

far as we know, normalization has not yet been taken into account to enlarge the classes of general 

programs consistent under completion (although an example similar to the one above is to be found 
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in VAN GELDER, Ross AND ScHLIPF [VGRS]). Here is a less trivial example, where normalization does 
not apply: 

ExAMPLE 4.10. {(VGRS]) 
The program P: 

p+-q,-,r' 

p +-r,....,s, 

r+-q ' 

q+-p 

is not call-consistent, since p ~r (via q), p ;:;;;. + 1 r, p ;;;;. _ 1 r, but its completion admits two 2-valued 
models. In one, s is false and the rest true, in the other - the intended - everything is false. In sec
tion 5.4 we show a fix.point construction based on an operator extending cl> p, which is able to produce 
the desired model in this and similar cases. D 

4.6. Local Dependencies ((Ca], [P]) . 
The instantiation of the clauses of a program P with all its Herbrand universe elements is called 

ground (P). As example, take the program P: 

even(O)+-, 

even (s (x ))+- -,even (x) ; 

then ground(P) is the following infinite program: 

even(O)+-, 

even (s (O))+- -,even (0) , 

even (s 2(0))+- -,even (s(O)) , 

Distinct ground atoms can be treated as distinct propositional symbols. The dependencies between 
such propositions in the 'grounded program are those local dependencies we mentioned in section 4.2. 

Local dependencies define larger classes of programs than global do. For instance, although the 
program P above is not hierarchical (nor stratified, neither call-consistent), ground(P) has a hierarchi
cal form. rwe say then that p is locally hierarchical, and in general when the name of a class is pre
ceded by 'locally' it is intended to be determined by grounded programs.) 

The enhanced expressiveness provided by 'localization' is to be paid in terms of decidability. Since 
the number of levels is not anymore finite and may even exceed w ( q+-p (x ), p (j (x ))+-p (x) ) it is not 
trivial to decide whether there is a cycle in the dependency graph (of the grounded program). Indeed, 
it has been proved that both locally hierarchical and locally stratified programs do not constitute 
decidable classes. Another non decidable class is that of locally hierarchical programs whose number 
of levels is not greater than w (acyclic programs). Several nice properties of hierarchical programs 
- like termination on ground queries and single Herbrand model for the completion - are then com
bined to high expressive power (see BEZEM AND APT [BA] for acyclic programs and BEZEM (B] for 
decidability and further results on acyclic programs). 

4.7. Strictness ([A], [Kl)) 
Our interest for programs consistent under completion is motivated by our purpose of finding con

ditions for equivalence to hold between 2-valued and 3-valued logical consequences of completion. 
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However, although necessary, consistence does not suffice, because it does not ensure that queries 

which are 2-valued consequences be 3-valued consequences as well. Program and query of Example 

3.13 illustrate the problem: with respect to the 3-valued model of comp(P) in which only r(a) is true 

and the rest is unknown the query is not true anymore. The program is positive, thus consistent, but 

the query depends both positively (via r(x)) and negatively (via -,q(x)) on the predicate q in the pro

gram - dependencies are crucial once more. In general, given a query q, for a program P and a predi

cate q in P, we put 

q, ;;;;. + I q, q, ;;;;. - I q 

if there are two predicates p 1 and p 2 (eventually identical) in q, such that 

P1;;;;. + 1 q,p2;;;;. - 1 q 

When 

-,3q. q, ;;;. + I q, 'i' ;;;. _ I q 

we say that q, is strict with respect to P. Strictness is the equivalent for queries of call-consistence for 

programs: it ensures a signing for the subprogram defined by the dependencies of q,. Consequently, if 
a program P is call-consistent and a query q, is strict with respect to it, then 

comp(P) F2 "ifq, if! comp(P) F3 "ifq,. {I) 

The proof is analogous to that for consistence shown in section 4.5. Call-consistence is used to com

plete the partial model which arises from the signing induced by the query. 

Actually, we do not need strictness to hold for all predicates. It suffices that those predicates 

violating strictness define a hierarchical subprogram. Then all models of such subprogram are 2-

valued and (1) still holds. 

5. MODELS II 

5.1. Minimal Model Semantics for Stratified Programs ([A), [ABW]) 

In this chapter we show how most of the declarative features of positive programs are to be found 

in stratified programs, too. Every consideration is to be extended to locally stratified programs as 

well, but taking care of the consequences that a non finite amount of levels may arise. When not oth

erwise specified, we assume an arbitrary but fixed program P stratified by P 1 U ... U Pn. We denote 

P1 U ... UP; (i,,;;;;;n) by P;. 
Cardinal to the declarative semantics of positive programs is the iteration of the immediate conse

quence operator up to the least Herbrand model of the program. This is also a fixpoint of the opera

tor and thus a model for the completed program. Somehow, the same holds for stratified programs, 

but iterating the operator we have to take into account partition into strata and non-monotonicity. 

Let us consider the stratified program P = P 1 UP 2 , with P 1: 

r~, 

p~-,q, 

P~P · 

While its intended model is {r,q}, iterating Tp from the empty set we obtain a fixpoint ((r,q,p}) other 

than the intended one and anyway not a minimal model. To obtain {r,q} we have rather to split Tp 
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in Tp , and Tp,. calculate the least fix.point of Tp , ({r,q}) and then iterate Tp , on it in a 'cumulative' 
manner (in order to not loose previously derived information, since each Tp, refers only to the stra

tum P;). 
The cumulative powers of an operator T are defined as: 

T1t(>(l) = I 

T1t(k + l)(/) = T(T1tk(I)) U T1tk(/) 

T1tc.>(J) = U T1tk (!). 
k < w 

If T is monotonic then Tfk c;;;;Tf(k +I) and the definition is equivalent to that of powers. It is for 
non-monotonic operators that such definition is relevant. In the example above, Tp

2
1tl({r,q})= {r,q} 

while Tp
2
fl{{r,q}) = 0 and Tp

2
f2({r,q}) = {p}. 

Making use of cumulative powers we can give a general construction for the intended model of a 
stratified program: 

M1 = Tp ,1tw(0) 

M 2= Tp ,1tw(M 1) 

Mn = Tp.1tw(Mn - 1). 

Mp = Mn is fix.point for Tp {thus model for comp(P)) and minimal model for the program. But the 
analogy with positive programs goes further: Mp is also characterizable as intersection of a certain 
class of models for the program (comp. principle (b) of section 1.2), namely for 

M(P 1)= n {M:Tp ,(M) = M} 

M(P2) = n {M:Tp,(M) = M, M nBp , = M(P1)} 

we have 

Mp = M(Pn). 

Here a major point. We have a class of general programs whose entire set of models is too hetero
geneous to represent the intended meaning, but which has a homogeneous subset of models whose 
intersection is 'representative', constructive and natural. 

5.2. Perfect Models (IA], [P], [PI]) 
If, how it seems, the two semantical constructions above were really depending on the program's 

strata, our claim that 'Mp' is the intended model would not hold, since, in general, stratified programs 
admit more than a single stratification. To show that this is not the case we introduce the notion of 
perfect model. 

The dependency graph of a stratified program induces a well founded ordering on its Herbrand 
base, independently from the stratification under consideration. Indeed, for any two ground atoms A 
and B in B p we can put A > B whenever in the dependency graph there is a path from the predicate 
symbol in A to that in B which contains a negative arc. 

In turn, any well founded ordering on the Herbrand base introduces a preference among Herbrand 
interpretations. We can indeed compare two interpretations Mand N for a program, preferring M to 
N if for each atom of M which does not belong to N there exists a lower (w.r.t. the ordering) atom 
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which is in N but not in M. For instance, if we consider the stratified program p ~-,q together with 
the 'canonical' ordering of its atoms, we have that of the two minimal models {p} and { q} we prefer 
{p }, since p >q. Notice that such notion of preference is by no way quantitative: for the program 

P1~-.q, ... •Pn~-,q we still prefer {pi.····Pn} to {q}. 
We can now define a model perfect if there is no other model preferable to it. Perfect models are 

thus a class of minimal models. With respect to the canonical ordering. stratified programs admit an 

unique perfect Herbrand model. Eventually, this model, no matter which stratification is considered, is 
equivalent to 'Mp '. Therefore, all stratifications for a program are semantically equivalent. 

What above holds not only for Herbrand pre-interpretations but also for any other CET's model. 
Thus a stratified program has a unique perfect model based on a CET's model J and this is equivalent 
to M~ (to be obtained both by iteration and intersection). PERF(P), the collection of perfect models 
of P+CET, plays then for stratified programs the same role that MIN(P) plays for positive programs. 
In the next chapter we present an interpreter complete with respect to it and in TURI [T] we show 
how s-interpretations can be extended to stratified programs so that the resulting perfect supra-model 
mirror the least s-model of positive programs. 

The import of perfect models goes far beyond stratification and LP. Last years have seen an 
increasing interest from AI researchers in logic as foundation of commonsense reasoning mechaniza
tion. Efforts have concentrated on representing knowledge merely by logical axioms, independently 
from specific applications and relying only on some forms of logical deduction as inference mechan
ism, so to allow a declarative reading of knowledge. This in contrast with Al common practice of 
writing down procedures (or algorithms) to solve specific problems and inferring from their behaviour 
- that is, procedurally - the knowledge they implicitely represent. Roughly speaking, under a pro
cedural approach Al is a craft, while a declarative approach would transform it into science. 

Put in these terms, logic is just a mean to achieve (the goal of) a declarative theory of commonsense 
reasoning. Originally, such research programme was based on logic alone, but many difficulties have 
arisen which indicate that declarative (i.e. mathematical and independent from the implementation 
level) notions other than logical are required. Of these problems an example is the isolation of an 
intended subclass of models from an inconsistent coIIection of minimal models for a knowledge base. 
(this is the case of any circumscriptive theory, eventually applied to LP.) Then, there is no 'purely' 
logical criterion to perform such selection. But perfect models, with their declarative notion of prefer
ence, offer a neat solution to the problem, as well as a methodological directive for a more general 
approach to the matter. 

5.3. Prioritized Circumscription ([L2], [P2]) 
From what above it should be clear w~y and how we may modify circumscription to rend it more 

adequate to model non-monotonic reasoning. Already in section 3.3 we mentioned the problem 
which minimizing each predicate in a program independently from the others gives. It is more con
venient to circumscribe just a subset, say {qi, ... , qh}, of the whole set of predicates at the time, leaving 
another subset, say {ri. ... ,rk}, free to vary and ignoring the rest. This process amounts to the so
called pointwise circumscription of P: 

circ(P;{q};{r}) = P(q,r) /\ 'Vq',r' [P(q',r')-,)q E•;q'] 

(where bold letters are the usual abbreviation of tuples). 
In general, pointwise circumscription does not solve the problem because we lack of a principle to 

make proper partitions. But for stratified programs we have a valid and effective criterion at the 
hand. If we put p ; for the predicates in a stratum P;, we may define prioritized circumscription of a 
program P the following formula: 

circ(P;{pi} > ... > {pn}) = circ(P;{pi};{pi, ... ,pn}) /\ 
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/\ circ(P; {pn}; 0 ). 

It should not surprise that the only H erbrand model of circ (P ; {p t} > ... > {pn}) turns out to be M p 

- the unique perfect Herbrand model of P - and that thus any stratification can be indifferently used 
to circumscribe. 

As for circumscription also for the closed world assumption there is a natural way to express it for 
stratified programs. It suffices to 'close' each stratum P; of the program making use of the supported 
Herbrand model for the strata P;, that is, the model which we characterized both as M (P;) and as M; 

(see section 5.1). The resulting closure is called iterated closed world assumption (icwa) and it is obvi
ously equivalent to prioritized circumscription plus CET +DCA (comp. Theorem 3.10). Oearly, icwa 
is the closure in between cwa and gcwa announced in section 3.2. 

5.4. We/I-Founded Models ([VGRS]) 
It is very tempting to close here this chapter, when stratification and perfect models provide general 

programs with most of the completeness enjoyed by positive programs. However, our semantical 
investigation has not yet come to an end. 

Perfect models are based on 2-valued logic. In order to provide with at least a partial model 
semantics those programs otherwise rejected as intractable, it is worth to extend perfect models taking 
3-valued logic into account. Of course, to be significant, the resulting semantics should be more 
powerful than ell p's least fixpoint's. That is, when there is an intended model which is total, this 
should be acknowledged. Example 4.10 shows that this is not the case with ell p's least fixpoint seman
tics. There, the program was 

p+-q, ...,r' 

p+-r,-,s, 

r+-q' 

q+-p' 

with intended - as well as total - model the one whose atoms are all false. Instead, iterating <l>p 
bottom-up we do not come further than the partial model in which only s is false and the rest is 
unknown. Here, ellp's symmetric handling of positive and negative atoms is felt has a problem. No 
choice between declaringp, q and r (together) either true or false is taken. 

Modifying ell p so to perform the opportune choice in cases like the one above, we shall obtain a 
fixpoint semantics a) extending perfect models', b) able to give a partial model when a total does not 
exist, and c) not depending on priorities - at least not explicitely. 

Notice that, while we set about intending to extend perfect models, we are now going to extend the 
3-valued operator <l>p, expecting the former to follow from the latter. 

Let us return to our example: why is it more natural to put p, q and r false rather than true? Well, 
simply because of our negation as failure approach, which gives to false priority over true. It might 
be objected that negation as failure deals with single atoms, while here we have to infer an entire set 
at once: since p, q and r are defined by mutual recursion, there is no way to separate them. (Notice 
that only the following fragment is relevant here: 

p+-r , 

r+-q ' 

q+-p ; 

.-.. -... __ _ 
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ie negative literals have no influence on this problem.) The point is that nothing prevents us from 

generalizing negation as failure to sets of atoms. To this purpose we introduce the notion of 

unfounded set ( VAN GELDER, Ross AND SCHLIPF (VGRS] ), based on the considerations above. A set 

of ground atoms A is unfounded wrt a partial interpretation I iff 

V p EA ~ V p~F in ground(P) 

either lt=-,F 

or 3 q positively occurring in F s.t. q EA 

( l) 

(2) 

Clearly, (l) amounts to classical negation as failure, while (2) deals with mutual recursion. Up(/), the 

union of P's unfounded sets wrt I, is the transformation which allowes us to modify «l>p(J). The result 

is the so-called well-founded operator Wp ((VGRS]), defined as follows (recall the notation introduced 

in section 3.4 for partial interpretations): 

Wp(l) = Wp(fr, IF) = (Tp(I), Up(/)) 

= Ur'. Up(/)) 

= Ur', IF'ULp(I)). 

With Lp(I) we intend to characterize the set of atoms not entailed by I (thus 'loose' from I) - what in 

Wp(J) truly differs from «l>p(/). To this purpose we need a 3-steps transformation. 
First of all, we put 

P' = D 1(ground(P), /), 

with D 1 being the transformation which deletes all the rules with body false (in I). Notice that if an 

atom p belongs to I/ then no clause with head P is in P'. Therefore, passing from P to P' we rule 

out part (1) of the unfounded set definition. 
Next, we can put 

P" = D 2(P'), 

where D 2 deletes all negative literals (they do not play any role in part (2) of the unfounded set 

definition). 
Finally, Lp(/) is the set of atoms not entailed by P" using /. Since P" is positive we can consider 

Ir alone and thus put 

Lp(/) = Br - Tr1tw(fr). 

Cumulative rather than simple powers are necessary, as the following program shows: For P" 

p~q,r' 

we have 

r~, 

T r1tw({ q}) = {p,q,r }, 

Tr'tw({q}) = {r}. 

(Remark The operator Lp does not appear in [VGRS]: it is our own reformulation of their operator 

Up.) 

The least jixpoint of Wp (which by monotony is to be obtained iterating bottom-up, but - by anal

ogy with «I> p - is not recursively enumerable, ie more than w steps are in general necessary) is a 

jixpoint for ~ p as well, thus a (partial) model for the program and its completion. When such model 

is total we call it well-founded and we say that the program has a wellfounded semantics. 
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Stratified programs (as well as locally stratified) have a well-founded semantics. In fact, the well
founded model is then equivalent to the perfect (Herbrand) one. (For the proof - by induction - see 
[VGRS).) It is in this sense that we regard the well-founded semantics as extending perfect models'. 

6. INTERPRETERS II 

6.1. SLS-Resolution ([P]) 
Let us first summarize the results obtained as far in the declarative modelling of SLDNF-resolution. 

To this purpose is convenient to classify all the possible SLDNF-computations in the following way: 
i) terminating with success; 
ii) terminating with failure; 
iii) floundering; 
iv) infinite. 
Of these classes: the first two have a natural declarative modelling; the third requires either a restric
tion on programs and queries (allowedness) or an extension of the interpreter (constructive negation); 
the forth calls for either a restriction on the programs (acyclic programs) or 3-valued modelling. 

Up to chapter 4 we have been guided through our semantical investigation by the procedural mean
ing which SLDNF-resolution gives to programs. But in chapter 5 we have taken a different attitude: 
our declarative modelling of stratified programs has been based upon an intended meaning, whose 
source, rather than SLDNF-resolution, is the reduction of stratified programs to a hierarchy of posi
tive programs. Little wonder then that the resulting semantics is not complete wrt SLDNF-resolution. 

ExAMPLE 6.1. 
In the perfect model for the program 

P-P 
p is false, while SLDNF-resolution fails to give an answer to the query -P· 0 

Clearly, any interpreter which has to match the perfect model semantics has to differ from 
SLDNF-resolution in the infinite computations hand.ling. That is, of the four dasses of SLDNF
computations above the last one (infinite) should be reduced to the second one (termination with 
failure). But this is the interpreter we have announced in section 3.2 - based on negation as failure, 
rather than finite failure - and we have already shown that it cannot be effective. However, we have 
also advocated a theoretical significance for it and here we add another argumentation to support this 
position. Let us quote PRZYMUSINSKI [P]: 

We can consider SLDNF-resolution as a special effective variant of SLS-resolution, pro
viding one of many possible effective approximation to SLS-resolution. In this role, SLS
resolution can be used as a performance yardstick to evaluate to what extent any actual 
implementation measures up to this 'ideal' and when and how it differs from it. The fact 
that SLS-resolution is not, in general, effective should not diminish its theoretical value, as 
the fact that Riemann integral J e - -~ ' dx does not have a finite representation - and there
fore can only be approximated - does not diminish its theoretical importance. 

SLS-Resolution is Przymusinski's interpreter for stratified programs (the name stems from SLD
resolution and 'S' stands for 'Stratification'). We do not give here its formal definition, but the intui
tion is as follows: Each literal in a query for a stratified program provides an entry to a single stratum 
of the program and every sub-query from that literal will refer either to the same stratum (through a 
positive literal) or to lower ones. As consequence, infinite loops concern exclusively positive literals 
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and only from a single stratum. This allowes to infer that when for a positive literal, say a, the inter

preter both fails to terminate with success and does not flounder there is no rule in the program to 
deduce a bottom-up either - ie Mp~-.a. Therefore, a can be declared false and used recursively in 

higher strata (what would not happen with SLDNF-resolution). Here is a simple example: 

ExAMPLE 6.2. 
For P: 

q~q' 

SLS-resolution succeeds on the query 

~p. 

since q~q - the only definition of q in P - is an infinite loop. 0 

For positive programs and positive queries SLS-resolution is equivalent to SLD-resolution. The 

same universal query problem (comp. section 3.1) has thus to be overcome. For this reason we 
express the completeness result for SLS-resolution in terms of PERF(P) - the collection of perfect 

models for P+CET- rather than perfect Herbrand model only. 

THEOREM 6.3. For P stratified program and ip non-floundered query: 

PERF(P) ~ 'V<f>(J if! SLS-resolution succeeds on ip with answer more general than (J 

PERF(P) ~ -,3ip if! SLS-resolution fails on ip. 0 

(In contrast with success, where a single SLS-derivation suffices, we intend SLS-resolution to fail on a 

query only if all possible derivations do not succeed nor flounder.) 

7. CONCLUSION 

Reducing this survey to its essence we may describe it as follows. 

Positive LP is the combination of Horn clause logic with SLD-resolution. From the former it 

inherits a declarative semantics, from the latter a procedural one. The equivalence between these two 

semantics (completeness) is probably the most significative property of (Positive) LP. 

A full exploitation of positive programs suggests inferring negative information from them. There 
are two ways to do this. One amounts to a declarative reading of the queries, the other to a pro
cedural one. Roughly speaking, answering a query declaratively amounts to checking whether the 
a toms in the query are members of the least Herbrand model of the program ( ~q is true for P if q 
belongs to Mp). For non-ground atoms instantiation is required, but the principle is the same. But 

then, as membership is used to determine truth, non-membership can be used to determine falsity. In 

short, negation as failure. The alternative is negation as finite failure, the form of negation arising from 
a procedural reading of the query: fini te (ie observable) failure of SLD-resolution to prove a query 

true determines its falsity. 
The problem is that the two approaches above are not equivalent. This means that, in order to re

establish the original (and precious) completeness of Positive LP, it is necessary - either to design an 
interpreter after the declarative requirements - or to find a declarative characterization of SLDNF

resolution (ie SLD-resolution extended by the negation as finite failure rule). Two opposite paths, 
indeed. 
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A second theme, strictly depending on the previous, and of even greater relevance in this survey, is 
the use in LP of programs with negated atoms appearing in the body of the clauses (general pro
grams). Indeed, once negation can appear in the queries for positive programs it is natural to allow it 
to appear also in the subqueries, that is, in the body of program clauses. Here the problem is that no 
semantics for positive programs is trivially applicable to general ones, since recursion may bring about 
writing ill-founded programs, for which no reference to positive programs helps. Again, two solutions 
have been pursued. One is to impose a structure on the programs so that the semantics for positive 
programs can be applied. The other is to apply one of the semantics for positive programs to as 
much of the general program as possible, leaving the rest simply undetermined (partial models seman
tics). 

The combination of all these ingredients results in two lines of research, marked by the 
'declarative/ procedural' contraposition. The first runs as follows: 

i) positive programs: least Herbrand model, cwa, circumscription; 
ii) stratified programs: perfect Herbrand model, iterated cwa, prioritized circumscription; 
iii) SLS-resolution. 

This is clearly declaratively-driven: first models for positive programs, then structuring general pro
grams to preserve such models, and finally the interpreter. Designing the interpreter after purely 
declarative requirements leads to loss of effectiveness, so that the interpreter has only a theoretical 
significance. On the other hand, the declarative modelling is free and can result in a theory of wider 
application than merely LP. Concepts like the closed world assumption and circumscription are bor
rowed from AI and perfect models are even an original contribution to the logical foundations of Al. 
The idealization required for stating completeness is not experienced as a problem, there. 

The second line of research runs as follows: 

1) SLDNF-resolution; 
2) positive programs: completion; 
3) general programs: 

3a) 3-valued completion: allowedness; 
3b) 2-valued completion: call-consistence + strictness + allowedness. 

Here we have a procedurally-driven approach. The interpreter - SLDNF-resolution - is at the top of 
the 'chain' influencing all the declarative modelling. The result is a closure (completion) which is an 
adaptation of circumscription to LP and, consequently, a notion of no relevance outside LP. How
ever, effectiveness is achieved - even in the declarative semantics (with cf> ~jw) - and this is of greater 
importance for LP, when we regard it as a programming language, rather than as a formalism for 
knowledge representation. 

To complete the picture we still have to mention a few other points. The well-founded semantics 
(section 5.4), for instance, which is a promising development of the 'chain' i-ii-iii, combining both ele
ments of what we described as 'second theme': structuring of the programs and partial models seman
tics. It also provides a very interesting generalization of negation as failure. 

Another point is the s-semantics (section 3.1): - how can it be extended from positive to general 
programs modelling? In TURI [T] we give an answer to this question, basing our work on Chan's con
structive negation ([Ch], [P3]), which at the moment is one of the most promising development areas 
for LP. To this we address the reader eager to contribute to the development of the field. 
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